
Old Weathered Lord Shiv Ji
Sandstone Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 01012
Price: ₹17,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Take a unique approach to traditional sculpture in a distressed effect that looks
classic and contemporary all at once. Here is another piece from the CRAFTS ODISHA
"Lord Shiv Ji" statue that fit a wide variety of interior style.  Material: Sandstone /
Redstone / Khondalite Stone Dimension(HWL): 12.5 x 5.5 x 2.5 inch Height: 1 ft Position:
Sitting
A little demonstration of the old stone sculptures:

The Lord Shiva statue above is seen standing on a lotus foundation, his Vahana bull Nandi
is seen sitting behind the sculpt.
Lord Shiva is here seen in a Yogic pose, holding Beads, a Kamandula, a small drum, a
trident matted hair, and a snake around his neck with a tranquil expression on his face.
The painstaking handiwork of the artisans can be seen on the statue.

Lord Shiva: The supreme one

The godheads of the Hindu trinity. He is the destroyer, to recreate the universe.
While churning of the ocean of milk a deadly poison, named Halahala came out, and all the
living beings who come in contact with it were on the verge of dying. Lord Shiva took the
responsibility to drink the poison thus, Lord Shiva became blue-throated and came to be
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known as Neelkanth.
On the fourteenth day of every lunar month or the day before the new moon, the
prominent day is celebrated as Maha Shivaratri.

Spice up your home decor with the stone sculptures:

As per Vaastu, the northeast angle of your house is the most desirable position.
Turn your office/living room into a stunning display by placing it on a heightened table,
console, or in any glass cabinet.
The accent shelving unit of the hallway, foyer, entrance of the hotel, are also charming
options to make your guest aww.
The floating shelve above the living room couch will be also captivating.
Looking for a unique idea for gifting then the Lord Shiva statue will be an auspicious one to
present to your loved one.

Benefits of keeping the mighty god of destruction:

He is the god of Nirvana, so his presence is beneficial for mental and physical well-being.
He bestowed his devotee with immense knowledge.
And bestowed his worshiper with a blissful marital life.

Cleaning and restoring tips of the stone sculptures:

The simplest way is to clean the Sandstone statue by wiping it with a piece of cloth over
the surface softly.
The dust won't accumulate over the statue if you clean it every once in a while.
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Sandstone Bagala Parswa Devi
Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 01010
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues
, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone Lord Surya Narayana
Statue 16 in
Read More
SKU: 01009
Price: ₹17,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Vishnu Statues

Product Description
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Sandstone Jaya-Vijaya
Dwarapalaka Statue Set 12 in
Read More
SKU: 01008
Price: ₹27,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues
, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone Maa Laxmi Goddess
Statue 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01006
Price: ₹17,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Lakshmi Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Maa Laxmi Goddess 15 inch Statue is a natural-toned artwork that dominates the modern
themes with its earthy aesthetic. A deeply profiled addition to even the plainest of spaces.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Dimension(HWL): 15 x 9 x 5 inch Height: 15 inch
(approx.) Position: Sitting
Stone sculptures of Maa Laxmi : 

The above statue of  Goddess Laxmi is seen sitting on a lotus pedestal, in Padmasana.
The statue has given a rugged finish, by making her an illusion of an aged look.
The prodigious statue is a creation by the skilled carver of Odisha, where stone carving is
famous worldwide for its intricate value.

The Goddess of wealth and purity: Maa Laxmi 

Goddess Laxmi is the wife of Lord Wishnu.
Said to be the household Goddess of wealth and good fortune.
She rose from the churning of the ocean of milk.
The lotus depicted the symbol of liberation, despite blossoming in mud, it retains its
beauty.
Diwali specifically a pan India celebration where Goddess Laxmi got worshipped with pure
devotion, an invitation to Laxmi to enter one's house and business for prosperity.

Direction and placement  suggestion of the stone sculptures:

The best-recommended place to place the idol is in the North or east part of the Northeast
corner of your home or office.
Laxmi sitting on Kamalasana (on a lotus) is believed to be the best posture to get
worshiped to bring stability and growth to your wealth.
You can place the statue at the entrance of any shrine.
It will auspicious to set it in your office, business hall, restaurant, shop, etc.
You can also put the sculpt in your garden, fountain, or park.

Few benefits of keeping the sacred stone sculptures:

Goddess Laxmi was always pleased with the purity and devotion of her worshiper and
bestowed her material and spiritual prosperity.
The word "Laxmi" is derived from the word Lakshya which means ambition, goal, or target
thus, she is reminder clear and focused on our target.
She blesses her devotee with very joyous and prosperous life.

Instruction for the dusting and cleaning of the statue:
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The sculpture is made from eco-friendly and natural materials like sandstone / khondalite
stone.
Khondalite stone is considered a very durable, weather-resistant, and super low-
maintenance material.
SO, dusting would not be a difficult one, simply take a piece of cloth or broom to wipe the
surface of the statue.
The Dusting should be done time to time, to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.

Sandstone Maa Saraswati
Statue 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01005
Price: ₹17,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Saraswati Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Ma Saraswati Stone Statue, Sandstone Stone
Saraswati Statue Manufacture, Saraswati Idol for Home
Temple, Saraswati Sculpture Manufacturer in India,
Saraswati Statue for Home

Product Description

Make this Statue of Maa Saraswati in a rugged finished, elegantly decorative statement piece
anywhere you like. A handmade piece of skilled artisans of CRAFTS ODISHA to fit any décor 
theme. Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Dimension(HWL): 15 x 9 x 5 inch Height: 15
inch Position: Sitting Statue
About the earthy-toned stone sculptures :

The above sculpture of Goddess Saraswati is seen sitting on a lotus pedestal.
The statue is finished with a rugged finish, making an illusion of an aged look of the idol.
A calm and composed look of the idol makes you engaged.
The classic statue is made by the artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is famous
globally.
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Goddess  Saraswati; The epitome of knowledge

In "Saraswati"  Saras means "flow", Wati means "she who has flow".
Goddess Saraswati is the wife of "Lord Bramha" the generator of the universe.
She is the  Hindu god of education, wisdom, and music.
She has different names as Bharati, Shatarupa, Vedamata, Bramhi, Sarada, etc.
She has her own festival held on Basanta Panchami, Known as Saraswati Puja.
Children are taught to write first time on this occasion.

Some ideas  and directions for the stone sculptures: 

According to Vaastu, the idol should be placed in the West-Southwest direction, to improve
concentration in study.
You can use the sculpt in the temple of your home and office in the specified direction.
It can be set in your institution, school, and college premises.
Present a sacred gift to your loved ones at their special events.

Advantages of placing the sacred idol: 

She is the goddess of intellectuals, wisdom, education, music, arts, and skill so individuals
associated with every walks of life will be benefited by worshiping the idol.
She bestows her devotees with eternal wisdom, prosperity, and intellectual pursuits.
Keeping an Idol of her in the temple is proves to be very advantageous.

Tips for cleaning and dusting  the stone sculptures:

The statue is made of Sand stone / khondalite stone, which is very durable and weather-
resistant.
For dusting take a piece of cloth or broom and wipe down the surface of the
The dusting should be carried every other day, to keep the dust away from the surface of
the stone sculptures.
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Red Coloured Horses Idols Set
Read More
SKU: 00995
Price: ₹1,176.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Idols
Tags: wooden animal idols, wooden handicrafts,
wooden idols, wooden toys

Product Description

Pink Colour Birds Wooden Idols
Set
Read More
SKU: 00993
Price: ₹1,176.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Idols
Tags: wooden bird idols, wooden handicrafts, wooden
toys

Product Description
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Green Parrots Wooden Idols Set
for Home Decor
Read More
SKU: 00992
Price: ₹1,176.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Idols
Tags: wooden bird idols, wooden handicrafts, wooden
idols, wooden toys

Product Description

Black leaves Jumbo tree Tasar
Painting 20 x 46 in
Read More
SKU: 00986
Price: ₹43,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: pattachitra art, pattachitra painting, pattachitra
paintings, tasar leaves painting, tasar tree painting

Product Description
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Dimension: Black leaves Jumbo tree Tasar Painting 20 x 46 inches. It depicts the nature
perfect harmony and strength of life. This piece keeps things simple and modern in a classical
manner. A unique piece sure to lay eyes on. Material: Tasar fabric. Dimension(HW): 46x20
inch Pattachitra is one of the oldest and popular arts of Odisha. Most themes are based on
Hindu mythology, folk tales, animals, tree of nature, flowers. A quite simple display of art in an
intricate way of creativity. The rich use of colors, unique portrayal of motifs, and simple design
with flower borders can be strongly visualized. The colors used in the painting are purely made
from natural ingredients. The white color extract from seashells was powdered soaked to make
the white paste. The color green is made from the green leaf and green stones. Red is made
from a local stone called Hingula. Another stone named Khandaneela was used to extract the
color blue. The yellow is made from, stone named Hartal. Black is extracted by burnt coconut
shell. These five colors are also called Pancha Tatwa. Every color has  its own significance, as
the white illustrates Laughter (Hasya), Red stands furious, astonishment in yellow. The hair of
the mouse and Buffalo used to make brushes and tied to the end of a bamboo stick. The floral
border makes the art astonishingly beautiful. The above painting of the jumbo tree that
branches outward to the sky, represents the interrelatedness of all things in nature. A message
conveying us to grow and flourish. Like the life cycle of a tree, losing its leaves then blossom
more greenish with every coming season our life also experiences darkness, light, death,
rebirth. So it symbolizes positive energy, fertility, and new beginnings. Use this painting on the
wall of your gallery, office, Above the bed, you can hand two or more alongside each for a
sophisticated look. Care: Wipe the surface with a soft cloth.

Light green tree Tasar Painting
19 x 45 in
Read More
SKU: 00985
Price: ₹43,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
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Product Description

Description: Light green tree Tasar Painting 19 x 45 inches. Complement a diverse variety of
wall decor. A charming mix of patterns gives an attractive sense of balance to any space.
Material: Tassar Silk Dimension(HW): 45.5x19.5 inch Odisha is the land of art and culture.
Usually, Pattachitra is portrayed as the tale of mythology and folks. Other themes based also
included. Nature-based Pattachitra  Tree of life, birds, animals, etc. The colors used in the
painting are purely made from natural ingredients. The white color extract from seashells was
powdered soaked to make the white paste. The color green is made from the green leaf and
green stones. Red is made from a local stone called Hingula. Another stone named
Khandaneela was used to extract the color blue. The yellow is made from, stone named Hartal.
Black is extracted by burnt coconut shell. These five colors are also called Pancha Tatwa. Every
color has  its own significance, as the white illustrates Laughter (Hasya), Red stands furious,
astonishment in yellow, The hair of the mouse and Buffalo used to make brushes and tied to the
end of a bamboo stick. The floral border makes the art astonishingly beautiful. The above
Pattachitra is said to be nature-based. A spectacular art of a green tree. It keeps the wall simple
and modern with the touch of local art. Give your wall a little extra ambiance. Makes the perfect
use above the bed, gallery, hallway, office, you can make a twin or three pieces alongside each.
Care: Use a soft cloth to dust the painting.

Black leaves tree Tasar Painting
21 x 40 in
Read More
SKU: 00984
Price: ₹39,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: pattachitra art, pattachitra painting, pattachitra
paintings, tasar leaves painting, tasar tree painting

Product Description
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Black leaves tree Tasar Painting 21 x 40 inch. An eco-friendly painting to amplify your wall
anywhere in your home/office.Timeless beauty showcasing nature to be paired with your
desired frame. 

Material: Tassar silk
Dimension(W: H:L):39.5: 21 

Chitra was painted on Patta, known as  Pattachitra, as a religious offering to temples. These
paintings showed mythological stories and life events of gods and goddesses. It also contained
themes like nature, flowers, and animals.

The colors used in the painting are purely made from natural ingredients. The white color
extract from seashells which were powdered and then soaked to make the white paste. The
color green is made from the green leaf and green stones. Red is made from a local stone
called Hingula. Another stone named Khandaneela was used to extract the color blue. The
yellow is made from, stone named Hartal. Black is extracted by burnt coconut shell. These five
colors are also called Pancha Tatwa. Every color has its significance, as the white illustrates
Laughter (Hasya), Red stands furious, astonishment in yellow, The hair of the mouse and
Buffalo used to make brushes and tied to the end of a bamboo stick. The floral border makes
the art astonishingly beautiful. 

Every picture has some signs of spirituality or religion. Above black leave tree painting, has
many features from its root to branches, convey some important message for mankind. The
root symbolizes stability, the branches symbolize growth.
The tree also symbolizes fertility, from its seed to sapling always finds a way to keep growing
like a person's ability to live, grow and develop. Trees lose their leaves in winter and appeared
new fresh leaves when spring approaches. Likewise, a human faces new begins, fresh starts,
and death. 

One can get a calming and relaxing feel from the tree. You can decor your wall with a single
piece or make a set of three paintings to display over the bed or dresser or wall of your desired
option. You can play with different arrangements for the decor in ziczac.

Care: Use cotton cloth t for dusting. 
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Dark-Red tree Tasar Painting 21
x 40 in
Read More
SKU: 00983
Price: ₹39,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: pattachitra art, pattachitra painting, pattachitra
paintings, tasar leaves painting, tasar tree painting

Product Description

 Dark-Red tree Tasar Painting 21 x 40 inches. Pair with your favorite frame, for endless decor
possibilities on the wall. A vignette statement piece with a balanced visual experience. 

Material: Tasar fabric
Dimension(W: H:L): 39.5: 21 inches

Patta means canvas, Chitra means picture. Pattachitra art is the most popular ancient art form
of Odisha. It portrays simple themes through creative motives and unique designs. The themes
are based generally on mythology, folk tales, nature, animals, and flowers. The rich color and
display of art touch human emotion directly. 

The colors used in the painting are purely made from natural ingredients. The white color
extract from seashells was powdered soaked to make the white paste. The color green is made
from the green leaf and green stones. Red is made from a local stone called Hingula. Another
stone named Khandaneela was used to extract the color blue. The yellow is made from, stone
named Hartal. Black is extracted by burnt coconut shell. These five colors are also called
Pancha Tatwa. Every color has  its own significance, as the white illustrates Laughter (Hasya),
Red stands furious, astonishment in yellow, 
The hair of the mouse and Buffalo used to make brushes and tied to the end of a bamboo stick.
The floral border makes the art astonishingly beautiful. 
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The tree symbolizes stability (the deep-rooted) and growth(the upward branches).  A tree grows
in the harshest condition, flood, heat, cold but withstanding in every condition likewise a human
in a cycle of life faces many difficult situation but should stand with adapting challenges. Trees
represent duality between life and death, like it, losses leaves in a season and blossoms new
fresh leaves in another new season, human also faces darkness and light, birth and death in
their life cycle. ita a symbol of growth and development I, likewise human too learn to grow and
develop knowledge with experience. 

Hangover the wall of the bed, dresser, hallway, office. Make a twin or triplet of the same art on
the wall for stylish ambient. 
Something with a more casual look rooted to traditional.

Care: Use a soft cloth to wipe the surface, to keep it dust-free.

Rose-Gold Tree Tasar Painting
22 x 40 in
Read More
SKU: 00982
Price: ₹41,440.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: pattachitra art, pattachitra painting, pattachitra
paintings, tasar leaves painting, tasar tree painting

Product Description

Description: Rose-Gold Tree Tasar Painting 22 x 40 inches. The artistic paint offers the
timeless beauty of nature for any wall. Stylish ambient provides sophisticated aesthetics.
Material: Tasar fabric Dimension(HW): 40.5x22 inch A scroll cloth painting named Pattachitra
from  Odisha is quite popular for its unique patterns, design, and motifs to depict mythological
and folk tales from ancient Hindu scriptures. The painting on the cloth is "Pattachitra". The
colors used in the painting are purely made from natural ingredients. The white color extract
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from seashells was powdered soaked to make the white paste. The color green is made from
the green leaf and green stones. Red is made from a local stone called Hingula. Another stone
named Khandaneela was used to extract the color blue. The yellow is made from, stone named
Hartal. Black is extracted by burnt coconut shell. These five colors are also called Pancha Tatwa.
Every color has  its own significance, as the white illustrates Laughter (Hasya), Red stands
furious, astonishment in yellow. The hair of the mouse and Buffalo used to make brushes and
tied to the end of a bamboo stick. The floral border makes the art astonishingly beautiful. The
above Pattachitra is a piece of rose gold tree painting, a masterpiece of art done by using only
minimal colors, simple and elegant to eyes upon. Use it above the bed, sideboards, or wall
anywhere in the home, office, gallery. You can opt to hang two-three alongside each with a
delightful feeling of the series. Care: Use a soft cloth to dust the painting.

Eggplant color tree Tasar
Painting 20 x 42 in
Read More
SKU: 00981
Price: ₹41,440.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: pattachitra art, pattachitra painting, pattachitra
paintings, tasar leaves painting, tasar tree painting

Product Description

Eggplant color tree Tasar Painting 20 x 42 in. Nature-inspired classical touch with contemporary
design and delightful approach on the wall with minimal color. The famous art of Odisha,
Pattachitra. An expressive mythological tale of emotion, display through the pattern, motifs,
and design. A true reflection of ancient art through sheer grace. The colors used in the painting
are purely made from natural ingredients. The white color extract from seashells was powdered
soaked to make the white paste. The color green is made from the green leaf and green stones.
Red is made from a local stone called Hingula. Another stone named Khandaneela was used to
extract the color blue. The yellow is made from, stone named Hartal. Black is extracted by burnt
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coconut shell. These five colors are also called Pancha Tatwa. Every color has  its own
significance, as the white illustrates Laughter (Hasya), Red stands furious, astonishment in
yellow. The hair of the mouse and Buffalo used to make brushes and tied to the end of a
bamboo stick. The floral border makes the art astonishingly beautiful. The trees branches are
reaching up to the sky, which symbolizes growth and the deep roots into the soil symbolize
stabilization. The tree symbolizes fertility, never stopping growing likewise men should gain
knowledge and experience throughout their lifetime. Branches sprouting of different points and
different direction symbolize a person's different experiences shape them into who they are.
Like a tree in his life cycle losses its leaves in winter and appear new leaves again in spring,
conveying a message that a human also faces hardship but grows with every passing day, birth-
death is a part of the life cycle. Keeping a piece on the wall will amplify the harmony and
balance of mind. A danish approach of color and form. Make your wall better, soothing with the
hues. You can use a set of these series to add more ornamentation to the wall. Care: A soft
cloth is enough to wipe the surface and keep the painting dirt free.

Green tree Tasar Painting 20 x
42 in
Read More
SKU: 00980
Price: ₹41,440.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: pattachitra art, pattachitra painting, pattachitra
paintings, tasar leaves painting, tasar tree painting

Product Description

Material: Tassar painting
Dimension(W:H:L): 42:20 inches

Description: Green tree Tasar Painting 20 x 42 in. This art offers a rich and artisanal appeal well
suited to modern conventional decor with a twist of tradition. Sophisticated and timeless appeal
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with gentle ambient.

The fascinating ancient art of Odisha "Pattachitra". Depicts Hindu mythological tales and folks
along with nature, animals, and flowers through rich colors, creative motifs, and unique designs.
A fine display of craftsmanship at its best. One common element found in every Pattachitra is
the flower border give a sameness to the entire painting.

The colors used in the painting are purely made from natural ingredients. The white color
extract from seashells was powdered soaked to make the white paste. The color green is made
from the green leaf and green stones. Red is made from a local stone called Hingula. Another
stone named Khandaneela was used to extract the color blue. The yellow is made from, stone
named Hartal. Black is extracted by burnt coconut shell. These five colors are also called
Pancha Tatwa. Every color has  its significance, as the white illustrates Laughter (Hasya), Red
stands furious, astonishment in yellow, 
The hair of the mouse and Buffalo used to make brushes and tied to the end of a bamboo stick.
The floral border makes the art astonishingly beautiful. 

A tree has many symbols to interconnect with human life. Just like branches strengthen with
time and grow upward, human life also acquires, knowledge and experience as move through
life. The deep-rooted in the earth and branches reach outward to the sky, it represents stability
and growth. A tree symbolizes fertility, finds a way of growing through a seed, it signifies the
vitality of a person. The branches sprouting in different directions symbolize human learning
and shaping himself with different experiences. In his life cycle a tree losses its leaves in winter
and flourish new fresh leaves again in the spring likewise a human also experiences darkness
and light, death, birth, a fresh start in his life cycle.

Hanging a tree wall painting brings peacefulness and relaxation. A sense of calm can rip from
the art. The green uplifting aesthetic painting is sure to complement any decor. The soothing
texture blends with the background and stands subtle.

Care: Wipe the surface with a soft clot
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Green-Purple tree Tasar
Painting 20 x 41 in
Read More
SKU: 00979
Price: ₹39,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: pattachitra art, pattachitra painting, pattachitra
paintings, tasar leaves painting, tasar tree painting

Product Description

Green-Purple tree Tasar Painting 20 x 41 inches. Feel the sense of hope and calm with a single
glance at the painting " the tree of life". Your wall decor will bloom with these blue and green
tree of life wall hanging.

Material: Tassar silk
Dimension(WH): 20 x  41.5 inch

Pattachitra is a traditional Indian folk art from Odisha. characterize by hand engraving on cloths,
with intricate patterns, designs, and motifs. Based on Hindu mythology and folks. 

The colors used in the painting are purely made from natural ingredients. The white color
extract from seashells was powdered soaked to make the white paste. The color green is made
from the green leaf and green stones. Red is made from a local stone called Hingula. Another
stone named Khandaneela was used to extract the color blue. The yellow is made from, stone
named Hartal. Black is extracted by burnt coconut shell. These five colors are also called
Pancha Tatwa. Every color has  its significance, as the white illustrates Laughter (Hasya), Red
stands furious, astonishment in yellow, 
The hair of the mouse and Buffalo used to make brushes and tied to the end of a bamboo stick.
The floral border makes the art astonishingly beautiful. A traditional lacquer coating is given to
protect the painting's longevity. 
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The above art is a green and purple tree of life, the tree symbolizes growth, stability, beauty,
and strength. The universal symbol of life. Use this piece to give your wall a touch of natural
structure. Wall above the bed, sideboard, gallery, office,
the decorative possibility for any space on your wall. You can even hang two or three each
alongside the other.

Care:  For dusting use a soft cloth to wipe the surface.

Natural Dakshinavarti Shankh
Shell 7 in
Read More
SKU: 00974
Price: ₹3,136.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Shankh

Product Description
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Natural Blowing Conch Shell for
Hindu Worship 5 in
Read More
SKU: 00973
Price: ₹3,192.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Shankh

Product Description

Soapstone Khanja work
Panchamukhi Ganesha Statue 2
ft
Read More
SKU: 00968
Price: ₹140,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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Soapstone Khanja work Radha
Krishna Statue 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 00967
Price: ₹150,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

The Khanja work of Radha Krishna statue for visual interest that won’t overwhelm its
surrounding decor. A versatile addition to your interior decor, easy to coordinate
with an exceptionally diverse range of decor themes.

Material:  Soapstone / Pinkstone
Dimension(HWL):  24x 14 x 8 inch
Height: 2 ft
Position:  Standing

Elucidation of the Khanja work of Lord Radha and Krishna statue:

It's a wonderful statue of Lord Radha and Krishna in Khanja's work.
The statue showed the famous pose of Lord Krishna with his flute along with his beloved
love Goddess Radha.
They both have seen spaced out by the melodious music of the flute.
Standing on a layered plinth, with a peaceful smear smile on its face the statue
enticements the onlooker.

Mesmerizing, divine, and electrifying manifestation of the Radha Krishna statue:
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Radha Krishna’s statue represents the eternal love between Krishna and Radha.
Symbol of love, Radha-Krishna illustrates the union of two souls. It means two characters
that are considered as one, rather than individually. 
A melody of love is heard between this divine couple, which inspires other couples.
Throughout the years, they have taught mortals the true meaning of love via their
unconditional love and devotion to each other.
Radha Krishna is the best expression of true love and purity in the association with each
other.

Home decor tips that upgrade your space:

Make your place vibrant and lively by exhibiting the enchanting statue in the living room
on a pedestal beside the couch.
Begin with the living area, where you spend a lot of time with family or friends, and
brighten it up with the glossy Radha Krishna statue in the vacant nooks and corners.
To bring warmth and romance into your home, light them. Change the mood of the place
by adding different, scents, and lighting to the statue.
Makes the most of the space in the lobby, reception, and hallway where you can display
the statue.
The foyer and entryway make your first impression, so don't miss the opportunity of it.
 Take a look around your home and suddenly feel the desire to redecorate the entire place

Some boons of keeping the religious idol:

Impart blessings and brings prosperity, harmony, and happiness into our lives.
The statue will always sprinkle positivity throughout the surrounding area.
Also helps to eliminate negativity from a home.
Placing the idol in the Northeast corner of the home is the most effective way to maximize
its effects. Either face East to West or West to East, but never North to South, when facing
the statue

How to Clean Soapstone carvings: 

Dip a soft cloth in the mixture of soapy water and rub it over the surface of your carving.
Rinse the cloth out so it is free from detergent, and clean off the entire statue to get rid of
residue. Let your carving air dry. (Twice a year)
For usual dusting just buff the statue with a broom or brush to get rid of dust from
accumulating.
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Black Stone Radha Krishna
Statue 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 00966
Price: ₹175,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Soapstone Lord Ganesha
Sculpture 27 in
Read More
SKU: 00965
Price: ₹90,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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This Ganesha Stone sculpture is a magnificent petroglyph of artisans. The finishing cut and
detail hand carving around the Ganesha Stone Sculptures is so luring. In this statute Lord
Ganesha showed in Abhay mudra, sitting in a  beautiful temple vibe porch structure pavilion
with his vahana bandicoot rat.
Material: Soapstone/Pink stone Dimension (HWL): 27 x 16 x 6.6 inch Positioning: Sitting
The goads he is holding in the upper right-hand helps to eliminate obstacles from the path of
human, in his upper left hand he is holding noose to capture all hardship of the human, the
lower right hand he is holding the sweet goody signifies the reward of concise life, and in the
lower left hand, he is shown blessing his devotee. In this statue, Ganesha is seen with a bowl of
ladoos in the middle and two rats in his both side looking up at him, but not ingesting the
ladoos without his permission is a clear symbol of how our desires are under our control if we
wish to. His broken tusk is a symbol of nonduality. There is a story behind the broken tusk in our
Purana, when sage veda Vyasa recite verses of Mahabharata to lord Ganesha at such a speed
that it was difficult for lord Ganesha to caught up with him so he speeds up his feather pen with
more energy in which the pen broke suddenly in the middle of the verses so without
interrupting sage Vyasa Lord Ganesha immediately broke one of his tusks and keep writing,
from that day he known as "Ekdanta" the lord with a single tusk. The Lord gave up his own
tusk, assuring his devotee of selfless love and sacrifice for their sake. Lord Ganesha provides
the earliest attainment of all prayers. Bring success in all endeavors and oust all hurdles of life.
He blesses the admirer with high intellect, wisdom, and kismet. The Ganesha God Statue also
helps to remove negative energy, Vaastu defects, and spread positivity in the surrounding. An
auspicious choice of gift to present at the wedding, birthday, home warming, etc. Placement:
East or west direction is preferable for the idol. Apart from the direction one thing that must be
considered is the right choice of the background as the idol is totally white in color the
background should not be white or any light-colored, more contrast background is preferable.
Care: Dusting should be done with a fiber cloth or broom gently on the statue, or you can use a
small brush to clean the surface of the statue. "Make a statement, enhance the decor with
the brilliant stone sculpture".
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Soapstone Radha Statue 20 in
Read More
SKU: 00963
Price: ₹60,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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